
             

10 Trends Transforming Our Futures 

 



             

1.  The Internet of Everything 
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The internet is becoming embedded in every aspect of our daily lives - from room temperature controls that you turn up or down online...
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To toothbrushes that tell you if your children are brushing their teeth correctly.



             

2. Smartphones are the world 
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And Smartphones are becoming the most important way of accessing the internet...I



             

iBeacons 
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And ibeacons installed in the venues you use offer new ways of engaging with your audiences in real time.
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Smartphones are replacing the other tools we used to use to make our lives easier - like cash cards.



             



             

3.  Wear the Internet 
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Even our clothes can be internet-enabled.



             



             



             

4. Hardware is the new software 
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Software has become easy.  Open-source services and the cloud mean that almost anyone can create an amazing app.  But everyone needs hardward to run those apps.  And hardware is getting easier and quicker.  That means a rash of hardware start-ups and the integration of software and hardware into a seamless user experience.



             

5.  Automation 
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... and that includes the automation of marketing...



             



             

6.  Power is redistributed 



             

7.  There is no E in Ecommerce Anymore 
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Online and offline services are becoming integrated...



             

8.  Data is Your Friend 
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It's now so cheap to store and manage data that organisations are using it in ever more imaginative ways .



             

10. Disrupt before your get disrupted 
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The Swiss postal service is working with Matternet to deliver packages using drones - it's not a good time to be a postman.New digital business models are disrupting the status quo.  Organisations that don't find new ways of doing business will not survive.
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